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Description
This 65mm deep access panel has a soundbloc faced door and is supplied with a beaded frame for tape and
joint and a return bead to the face of the door as standard. A picture frame is available upon request. This
product is fire rated for up to two hours and is acoustically tested to 26dB. The panel has a strong hinge
system bolted to the frame within the door, which can be removed and refitted on site with ease. The panel is
fitted with a three-way lock as standard but other locking options are available. continuous hinge welded to
the door tray and bolted to the frame. In the rear of the door there is a cavity filled with RW3 Rockwool
insulation and one layer of soundbloc plasterboard. The panel is fitted with 3 way locking as standard, other
locking options are available.
Material
Our range of panels are made from 1.2mm Zintec steel for maximum rigidity, other materials are available on
request such as stainless steel. As standard our panels are finished in a polyester powder coating - White RAL
9010. For other colours contact our office.
Dimensions
The actual size of the structural opening needs to be 7mm larger than the inside of the frame, ie structural
opening for a 0600x0600 would need to be 0607x0607.
Additional Locking Options
The Acousticdor is available with additional locking option 5mm tamperproof bit insert.
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